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A B S T R A C T   

Transient behaviour of solid oxide fuel cells during various stages of operation, such as warmup, startup, load 
fluctuations, and shutdown, must be understood and predicted in order to design an efficient controller and 
prevent degradation/failure of the cell. The difficulty of measuring and monitoring solid oxide fuel cell thermal 
features necessitates an evaluation of the solid oxide fuel cell thermal dynamics using a hybrid tool that integrates 
both experimental and numerical methods. In this study, a hybrid measurement tool consisting of a quasi-two- 
dimensional microscale model and a test rig was used to investigate the solid oxide fuel cell thermal dynamics. 
Through the hybrid experiment-model approach, steady-state temperature differences across Positive-Electrolyte- 
Negative and along fuel flow direction were captured. Additionally, the speed of temperature difference change 
was estimated in two dimensions, which is crucial when estimating transient thermal stresses. Several thermal 
measures were used to evaluate the thermal dynamics of solid oxide fuel cells. The impact of the operating voltage 
regime on solid oxide fuel cell thermal dynamics was studied using the varying operating voltage (Voltage 
Interrupted Measurement) characterisation approach. The outcomes revealed that optimising the performance of 
solid oxide fuel cells requires a trade-off between thermal management and fuel utilisation due to the exponential 
effect of fuel utilisation on steady-state temperature differences. The effects of fuel humidity and oxygen content of 
the oxidant flow on solid oxide fuel cell thermal dynamics were also examined. The results shed light on the new 
aspects of fuel cell thermal dynamics that are key in designing future smart controllers.   

1. Introduction 

The Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) is a highly efficient device that 
directly converts fuels’ chemical energy to electricity with a lower 
environmental impact than traditional energy solutions such as com-
bustion engines [1]. Traditional energy generation paths use combus-
tion to produce heat which is converted to kinetic energy and electrical 
power with a substantial loss for each step. In contrast, the SOFC con-
verts fuel chemical energy directly into electrical energy through elec-
trochemical reactions, while its efficiency is not limited to the Carnot 
efficiency. Therefore, its electrical efficiency can reach 60 % or higher. 
Utilising the waste heat can even promote overall (electrical and ther-
mal) efficiency up to 82 % [2] and beyond. The noise-free operation 
makes the SOFC system ideal for residential applications [3]. Hydrogen 
fuelled SOFC is pollution-free as the electrochemical reaction product is 

water. The SOFC is fuel-flexible and capable of utilising renewable fuels 
such as natural gas, biogas, syngas [4], methanol [5], ammonia [6] and 
methane [7] to reduce carbon release. 

To realise SOFC widespread deployment, the lifespan - also known as 
longevity and lifetime - should be prolonged to assure its reliability and 
economy. This is currently a serious technical challenge. The SOFC 
longevity has been the focus of extensive research in the last decade. The 
lifetime expectation for marketable SOFC varies depending on its appli-
cation. Japan’s New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Or-
ganization is currently running a long-term longevity study of SOFCs and 
has a target of 10 % performance loss over 10 years, i.e., 0.11 %/1000 h 
[8]. Similarly, the US Department of Energy’s Solid State Energy Con-
version Alliance has a target of 0.2 %/1000 h loss over 4.5 years lifetime 
[9]. Fundamental understanding and quantitative monitoring of SOFC 
degradation drivers are essential to realise these ambitious targets. 

Temperature gradients, hot spots, fuel/air impurities, and 
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mechanical stresses/failures are key contributors to the SOFC degrada-
tion, and hence its lifetime reduction. One of the major contributors to 
the SOFC degradation is thermal stress [10] caused by temperature 
gradients and thermal dynamics. The temperature gradient causes 
different magnitudes of expansion across a component with very low- 
temperature regions experiencing contraction. This causes the low- 
temperature region to suffer compression stress by the expanding 
high-temperature region. The high-temperature region is exposed to 
tensile stress by the contracting low-temperature region. Thermal 
stresses are also caused by the difference between the operating tem-
perature and the zero-stress temperature. At zero-stress temperature, 
there are no residual stresses. However, if the temperature is less than 
the zero-stress temperature, residual stresses are still present due to 
variations in deformation for each component caused by differences in 
mechanical properties. It has been found that the contributions of these 

factors varied depending on the location in the fuel cell [11]. The tem-
perature gradient and the difference between the operating temperature 
and zero-stress temperature dominate the low-temperature region. 
However, in higher temperature regions the temperature gradient be-
comes less significant [12]. The ceramics used in the construction of 
SOFCs are fragile, making them susceptible to creep, rupture and 
cracking when put under stress. Keeping the thermal and mechanical 
stresses placed on the SOFC components within tolerable limits is 
essential to maximising lifespan. Due to the connected nature of fuel 
cells in a stack, a single cell failure can cause stack malfunction. The 
SOFC can operate with the presence of minor cracks; however, there will 
be an effect on the performance of the cell. The local hot spots and 
temperature gradient can destroy the SOFC structure physically, hence 
thermal management is important to mitigate thermal stress [13]. 

The capabilities for the measurement of SOFC thermal performance 

Nomenclature 

Notes 
Tx (t) transient local temperature along the cell length 
Ty (t) transient local temperature across the PEN 
ΔTx (t) transient temperature difference along the cell length (Tx1 

(t) – Tx2 (t)) 
ΔTy (t) transient temperature difference across the PEN (Ty1 (t) – 

Ty2 (t)) 
ΔTx,ss steady-state temperature difference along the cell length 

(ΔTx (t) at t > settling time) 
ΔTy,ss steady-state temperature difference across the PEN (ΔTy (t) 

at t > settling time) 

Abbreviations 
AGR Anode exhaust gas recycling 
BoP Balance of Plant 
OCV Open Circuit Voltage 
OEA Oxygen enriched air 
PEN Positive electrode - Electrolyte - Negative electrode 
SOFC Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 
OP Overpotential 
VIM Voltage Interrupted Measurement 
POX Partial oxidation reaction 
ks

eff Species effective mass transfer coefficient (m/s) 
Ds

eff Species effective mass diffusivity coefficient K (m2 s− 1) 
Ds

298 Species effective mass diffusivity coefficient at 298 K (m2 

s− 1) 
Ṅ Mass transfer rate from sub-systems boundaries to other 

sub-system 
Q̇ Heat transfer rate to/from the sub-system 
CdL Double layer capacitance (A s/V m− 2) 
Ch Channel height (m) 
CO Carbon monoxide 
CO2 Carbon dioxide 
Cp Specific heat capacity (Jmol− 1 K− 1) 
d(ΔT)/dt The speed of temperature difference change 
Eact Activation energy (kJ/mol) 
Ecell Cell voltage (V) 
EOCV Open circuit voltage based on the Nernst equation (V) 
F Faraday’s constant (96,485 Cmol− 1) 
Fin Inlet molar flow rate (mol s -1) 
Fout Outlet molar flow rate (mol/s) 
H Specific enthalpy (J/mol) & Humidity (%) 
H2 Hydrogen 
H2O Water 
I Current (A) 
i Current density (A/m− 2(− |-)) 

i* Pre-exponential kinetics factor (A/m− 2(− |-)) 
io Exchange current density (A/m− 2(− |-)) 
ne Number of electrons 
q Energy source term (J/s) 
R Ideal gas constant (J/mol K− 1) 
r Mass source term (mols s− 1) 
Rohmic Ohmic resistance term (Ω m2) 
S Cell area (m2) 
T Temperature (K) 
t Time (s) 
Tx (t) Transient local temperature along the cell length 
Ty (t) Transient local temperature across the PEN 
Uf Fuel utilisation 
UA Air utilisation 
V Volume (m3) 
y Species mole fraction 
ΔHR Reaction enthalpy (J/mol) 
ΔTs.s Steady-state temperature differences 
FH Energy transfer at element inlet/outlet 
yF Species convective delivery 

Greek Letters 
αC

A Anodic charge transfer coefficient for cathode 
αA

A Anodic charge transfer coefficient for anode 
αA

C Cathodic charge transfer coefficient for anode 
αC

C Cathodic charge transfer coefficient for cathode 
ρmol Molar density (mol/m− 3(− |-)) 
α Heat transfer coefficient (W/m− 2(− |-) K -1) 
γ Reaction rate exponent 
δ Catalyst thickness (m) 
ε Porosity 
η Overprotection (V) 
ν Stoichiometric coefficient 
ρC pPEN PEN thermal capacity (J/m− 3(− |-) K− 1) 
σ Conductivity (Ω− 1 m− 1) 

Sub/superscripts 
A Anode 
α Air 
as Air species 
C Cathode 
cat Catalyst layer 
eff Effective 
eq Equilibrium 
f Fuel 
gas Gas phase 
in Inlet 
out Outlet  
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are currently limited to measuring technologies and techniques. At the 
meso-scale and macro-scale the temperature measurement, and hence 
the thermal gradients estimations, is technically feasible to a reasonable 
level. Razbani et al., [14] have experimentally measured the tempera-
ture profile over the cell surface for a SOFC short stack of six cells by 
using five thermocouples inserted inside the stack. In addition, Canavar 
et all., [15] measured the temperature distribution on the cell of a SOFC 
using woven meshes instead of using the machined process for the gas 
flow channel. Sugihara et al., used an infrared camera for measurement 
[16] at the micro-scale. The experimental measurements are extremely 
challenging and even impossible in most cases [17]. This is because of 
sensor specifications and sealing issues. Alternatively, an indirect mea-
sure has been used in some studies. For instance, in Fardadi et al., [18] 
the measurable temperature of the plate has been used as an approxi-
mate temperature of the Positive-Electrolyte-Negative (PEN). Montanini 
et al., [17], have applied infrared thermal imaging for temperature 
measurement at the cathode surface. The method has been applied to a 
specially designed SOFC, but without measuring temperature in dy-
namic mode. 

Numerical tools are vital for thermal behaviour studies at all scales, 
particularly at the micro-scale. They can provide insight that is not 
possible through practical tests. Tang et al., proposed a computational 
pseudo-3D model for a multi-layer SOFC at a constant temperature that 
was validated against experimental data [19]. Amiri et al., developed a 
model to simulate a planar SOFC at both the stack and the system scales 
[20] with a focus on the SOFC thermal management. Most of the models 
used for SOFC thermal management are steady-state models [21]. 
Whilst they are extremely useful for capturing internal hotspots and non- 
uniformities in the steady-state operation of SOFC, the thermal dy-
namics are not taken into account. This is a critical shortage as thermal 
dynamics has been proven to be a dominant mechanism in SOFC control 
as is key to degradation monitoring and mitigation. The temperature 
dynamics play the main role in the SOFC speed in responding to various 
perturbations such as load variation, feed disturbance, etc. The current 
work aims to fill this gap by providing real-time data that can be used for 
time-dependent thermal stress analysis. As result, temperature-driven 
degradation analysis will be possible during transient processes such 
as startup and shutdown steps. For scale up [22] and integrated-systems 
optimisation [23] studies, the thermal dynamics aspects at the system 
level is the leading shortage, requiring further work to enhance the ca-
pabilities of the presented models. 

This work contributes to important challenges relevant to SOFC 
thermal behaviour including:  

(i) some aspects of SOFC thermal behaviour are not measurable;  
(ii) the SOFC thermal behaviour is a complex issue that must be 

mapped alongside the operating condition regions;  
(iii) and SOFC thermal features are not well considered in many 

efficiency-improving strategies proposed in the literature. 

To address these challenges, this paper proposes a new approach to 
looking at SOFC thermal behaviour emphasising thermal dynamics. This 
innovative method consists of the following components:  

(i) the measurable thermal behaviour was captured through an 
experiment supported by a first principle model for capturing 
unmeasurable variables. The impact of this approach will be 
beyond this paper. For instance, it is greatly applied to develop 
hybrid models, in which data from experiments, first principle 
models and data-driven models (e.g., machine learning models) 
will be utilised to offer solutions for complex technical problems;  

(ii) the voltage regime map is introduced and applied to rigorously 
evaluate the thermal dynamics of SOFC throughout a wide 
operating voltage spectrum for voltage interrupted measurement 
(VIM) scenarios.  

(iii) promising efficiency and health-improving techniques were 
explored from SOFC thermal behaviour viewpoint. 

This work provides new knowledge relevant to the effect of the 
operating conditions on the SOFC thermal dynamics resulting in time- 
dependent data. Such data and insights can promote the future con-
trollers’ design. The SOFC thermal dynamics were simulated in two 
directions including the fuel flow and across the PEN. While the former 
was experimentally possible, the latter became achievable only by 
applying a detailed mathematical model. The proposed model was 
detailed enough to capture the PEN internal variables in dynamic mode. 
As such, the temperature was computed as a highly non-linear function 
of fuel cell parameters, operation variables, and involved transport/re-
action mechanisms. The spatiotemporal temperature and thermal gra-
dients were evaluated. 

2. Methods 

The thermal behaviour of the SOFC system was captured through 
experimental and modelling measurements. 

Fig. 1. Thermal test rig.  
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2.1. Test rig and model schematic 

The test rig and a micro-tubular SOFC used in this work are shown in 
Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. 

The model schematic is presented in Fig. 3. 

2.2. Model development and validation 

Following assumptions were used for model development:  

• The model is semi-two dimensional (2D) and dynamic. It captures 
variables’ changes at cell inlet/outlet and across the PEN.  

• The fuel consists of hydrogen and steam. Air was used as an oxygen 
supply and coolant. Enriched air was used for further analysis 
purposes.  

• The solid material properties and dimensions do not change with 
time and operating conditions.  

• No internal fuel reformation was considered. 

Three sub-systems were considered the main elements of the model. 
The corresponding control volumes are the anode (fuel) channel, 

cathode (air) channel, and PEN. The mass, energy and charge balances 
were computed for each sub-system. 

The components balance in each sub-system were written according 
to the Equation (1); 

ρV
dy
dt

= (yF)in − (yF)out − Ṅ (1) 

Where the mass transfer rate from sub-systems boundaries to another 
sub-system ˙(N) occurs mainly through diffusion mechanism, and yF 
stands for species convective delivery, due to the gas flow, at each 
element inlet/outlet. Application of the generic Equation (1) for all 
species involved leads to a set of ordinary differential equations. 

The energy balance for each sub-system was computed by using a 
generic form as presented in Equation (2). 

ρVCp
dT
dt

= (FH)in − (FH)out + Q̇ (2)  

where Q̇ is the heat transfer rate to/from the sub-system and FH stands 
for energy transfer at element inlet/outlet due to gas flow. 

The PEN energy balance was written as presented in Equation (3). 

Fig. 2. SOFC tube thermocouple locations.  

Fig. 3. Test rig schematic noted for physical model.  

ρVCp
dTPEN

dt
=

(

−
ΔHR

2F
− ECell

)

I+

(

Sαa +
CH2

p − CH2O
p

2F

)
(
Ta − TPEN)+

(

Sαc +
CO2

p

2F

)
(
Tc − TPEN) (3)   
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The heat generated in the electrochemical reaction is transferred to 
the anode and cathode sides. During the transient phases, the net heat 
accumulation in PEN is not zero which results in a time-depended 

temperature. 
The charge balance at anode/electrolyte and cathode/electrolyte 

interfaces can be presented as per Equations (4). 

CA/C
dL

dηA/C

dt
= (icell − iA/C) (4) 

The extended version of the balance equations and the constitutive 
equations for individual sub-systems are presented in Table 1. 

The V-I profile was used to validate the model performance (Fig. 4). 
The figure illustrates that the mathematical model can capture the 
practical V-I data. The V-I profile is a strongly nonlinear function of 
temperature. It, therefore, can be concluded that the model’s perfor-
mance in estimating the temperature is reasonable. 

3. Results and discussions 

The temperature and temperature difference between two points can 
reach a steady-state value subject to enough time. The following terms 
are used in this paper to assess the thermal behaviour of the cell. The 
transient local temperature along the cell length, Tx (t); the transient 
local temperature across the PEN, Ty (t); the transient temperature dif-
ference along the cell length, ΔTx (t); the transient temperature differ-
ence across the PEN, ΔTy (t); the steady-state temperature difference 
along the cell length, ΔTx,ss; the steady-state temperature difference 
across the PEN, ΔTy,ss. The variation of temperature difference with time 
is given by ΔT/Δt, which is a crucial term in the real-time evaluation of 
thermal stresses. 

The dynamic temperature gradients formed across the SOFC di-
mensions are created by highly nonlinear interactions between several 
heat sources and sinks. The heat sources include the electrochemical 
reaction occurring at the three-phase boundary and the ohmic polar-
isation loss. As such, most of the heat is generated inside the PEN near 
the electrode/electrolyte interface. The internal fuel reforming, which 
takes place when SOFC is fed by fuels rather than pure hydrogen, can be 
either a heat source or sink. For instance, the partial oxidation (POX) of 
hydrocarbon fuels and gas-shift reaction (for carbon monoxide fuel) are 
extra heat sources in the PEN subsystem. In addition to heat losses to the 
environment and the coolant (air) to moderate the SOFC temperature at 
the allowed level, the endothermic internal fuel reformation process 
such as steam reforming of hydrocarbons, e.g., methane and propane, 
acts as the internal heat sinks. The temperature distribution, gradient 
and dynamics are ultimately dominated by the interaction of all 
processes. 

In modelling work conducted by Ahmed & Foger [24] the internal 
distribution of steady-state temperature over a dimensionless axial dis-
tance was investigated. Amiri et al [20] have studied the thermal 
behaviour of SOFC estimating steady-state internal distributions in 
different layers of the cell structure including cathode, anode, electro-
lyte, and interconnects. The thermal dynamics, however, was not taken 
into account in the abovementioned studies. In this work, the data 
achieved from experimental tests and numerical model were used to fill 

Table 1 
The extended governing and constitutive equations for individual sub-systems.  

Component balances  

ρf
molV

f
gas

dyfs

dt
= yfs

inFf
in − yfs

inFf
out − ρf

molk
fs
eff S(yfs − yfs

cat)
Component balance in 
anode channel 

ρa
molV

a
gas

dyas

dt
= yas

in Fa
in − yas

in Fa
out − ρa

molk
as
eff S(yas − yas

cat)
Component balance in 
cathode channel 

ρf
molV

f
cat

dyfs
cat

dt
= ρf

molk
fs
ef f S
(

yfs − yfs
cat

)
+ rfs 

Component balance for 
anode electrode 

ρa
molV

a
cat

dyas
cat

dt
= ρa

molk
as
ef f S
(
yas − yas

cat
)
+ ras Component balance 

cathode electrode 
Energy balances  

ρf
molV

f
gasC

f
p
dTf

dt
= (Ff

inHf
in − Ff

outH
f
out) + qf Energy balance: Anode 

channel 

ρa
molV

a
gasC

a
p
dTa

dt
= (Fa

inHa
in − Fa

outH
a
out) + qa Energy balance: Cathode 

channel 

ρVPENCPEN
p

dTPEN

dt
= qPEN Energy balance: PEN 

Charge balance  

CA
dL

dηA
dt

= (icell − iA) Charge balance anode/ 
electrolyte interface 

CC
dL

dηC
dt

= (− icell − iC) Charge balance cathode/ 
electrolyte interface 

Constitutive equations  
Fa

Out = Fa
in −

∑
ρf

molk
as
eff S(yas − yas

cat)
Air flow rate change 

Ff
out = Ff

in −
∑

ρf
molk

fs
ef f S(yfs − yfs

cat) Fuel flow rate change 

ks
eff = Ds/Ch Species effective mass 

transfer coefficient 

Ds = Ds
298ε1.5

(
T

298

)1.5 Species diffusivity 

iA = iA0

[

exp(
αA

AF(ηA − ηA
eq)

RT
) − exp(

− αA
CF(ηA − ηA

eq)

RT
)

⎤

⎦

Anode local current 
density 

iC = iC0

[

exp(
αC

AF(ηA − ηA
eq)

RT
) − exp(

− αC
CF(ηA − ηA

eq)

RT
)

⎤

⎦

Cathode local current 
density 

iA0 = i*A(y
H2
cat )

γH2
(yH2 O

cat )
γH2Oexp(−

EA
act

RT
)

Anode exchange current 
density 

iC0 = i*C(y
O2
cat)

γO2 exp(−
EC

act
RT

)
Cathode exchange current 
density 

icell = (EOCV − Ecell − ηA
act + ηC

act)/ROhmic Electrolyte current 
ηA

act = ηA − ηA
eq Anode activation 

overpotential 
ηC

act = ηC − ηC
eq Cathode activation 

overpotential 
ROhmic = δe/σe Electrolyte Ohmic 

resistance 

σe = 3.34× 104exp(−
10300

T
)

Electrolyte conductivity 

rH2 O = S
υH2OiA

nA
e F 

Water production rate 

rO2 = S
υO2 iC

nC
e F 

Oxygen consumption rate 

rH2 = S
υH2 iA

nA
e F 

Hydrogen consumption 
rate 

qf = αf S(TPEN − Tf ) Fuel channel heat transfer 
qa = αaS(TPEN − Ta) Air channel heat transfer 

qPEN = (−
ΔHR

2F
− Ecell)I +

(

Sαf +
(CH2

p − CH2O
p )

2F
I

)
(
Tf − TPEN) +

(

Sαa +
CO2

p

4F
I

)
(
Ta − TPEN)

PEN energy balance (net 
rate of energy 
accumulation) 

UF = 1 −
yH2

outFA
out

yH2
in FA

in 

Fuel utilisation 

UA = 1 −
yO2

outFC
out

yO2
in FC

in 

Air utilisation  

Fig. 4. Comparison of V-I data captured by applying the proposed model 
against the practical data from real-life tests. 
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this gap. The real-time mechanisms were simulated in this work to 
accurately capture the 2D thermal dynamics. The temperature dynamics 
in fuel flow direction was measured experimentally while the model- 
based estimation was conducted for data capturing across the PEN 
body. For the experimental part, the unsteady temperature was caused 

by startup and shutdown processes while for the model-based in-
vestigations the operating voltage change was used to induce the un-
steady temperature in the system. 

3.1. Thermal behaviour along the anode channel 

Cell temperatures were experimentally measured at two different 
points of the tube during startup, normal (stabilised), and shutdown 
operations. The coolant air was used to control the temperature with its 
flow varying with the temperature change rates. The experimentally 
measured real-time temperature and temperature gradient dynamics 
along the cell tube (fuel flow or x-direction) are presented in Fig. 5. As 
shown in this figure, the fan speed fluctuation was required to ensure a 
gentle warm-up ramp, steady-state operation and even the cooling 
during the shutdown step, revealing that the coolant flow must be 
updated in a feedback control strategy. Over the test time, a substantial 
temperature difference between the two measuring points was observed 
for all three steps (Fig. 5a). In particular, the results reveal that while the 
cell experienced a temperature gradient (ΔTx (t)) lower than 130 ◦C over 
most of the operation time, including startup and shutdown steps, the 
cell may suddenly experience a high gradient of thermal change. 
Therefore, fluctuations may occur in a short timeframe and they may 
impact the cell’s performance and health in the mid- and long-term. This 
is because a high thermal disruption in a short time is a thermal shock 
that will promote cell degradation when the thermal cycle frequency is 
high, as in automotive applications. 

3.2. Thermal behaviour across the electrodes and electrolyte 

The state transition from one steady-state operation condition to 
another causes significant concerns for failure. The startup and shut-
down steps are two severe state transitions. In assessing these transi-
tional states both magnitude and speed of transition are crucial. The 
transient temperature and dynamics gradient in PEN were estimated 
using the model inputs presented in Table 2. 

3.3. Voltage interruption simulation for base voltage impact 

The time-dependent (ΔTy) across the PEN was considered as a crucial 

Fig. 5. The temperature dynamics and cooling fan function rate. (a) temperature dynamics along the cell tube, Tx, at two points captured by thermocouples #1 and 
#2; (b) transient local temperature difference along the cell length, ΔTx(t), between thermocouples #1 and #2. 

Table 2 
Model parameters.  

Parameter Anode Cathode 

Catalyst thickness δ, m 2.5 × 10–4 3 × 10–5 

Porosity ε 0.4 0.4 
Charge transfer coefficient αA 2 1.4 
Charge transfer coefficient αC 1 0.6 
Activation energy Eact, kJ/mol 120 130 
Pre-exponential kinetics factor i*, A/ 

m− 2(− |-) 
2.9 × 108 7.0 × 108 

Heat transfer coefficient α, W/m− 2(− |- 
) K− 1 

25 25 

Fluid physical properties Calculated by Aspen Plus  
Channel height Ch, m 7.5 × 10–4  

Cell area S, m2 5 × 10–3  

Electrolyte thickness δe, m 1 × 10–5  

PEN thermal capacity ρcp
PEN, J/m− 3(− |- 

) K− 1 
106  

Species diffusivity at 298 KDs
298, m2 

h− 1 
0.22 (H2), 0.079 (H2O), 0.04 
(O2)  

Stoichiometric coefficient ν –1 (H2), 1 (H2O), –0.5 (O2)  
Reaction rate exponent γ 1.0 (H2), 1.0 (H2O), 0.25 

(O2)  
Operating conditions   
Cell voltage Ecell, V 0.80 (varying in VIM cases)  
Fuel flow rateFf

in, ml min− 1 100  
Air flow rateFa

in, ml min− 1 1000  
Fuel composition y, mole fraction   
Hydrogen (H2) 0.97 (varying in VIM cases)  
Propane (C3H8) 0  
Water (H2O) 0.03 (varying in VIM cases)  
Carbon Monoxide (CO) 0  
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 0  
Fuel inlet temperature, K 923  
Air inlet temperature, K 923  
Streams and SOFC pressure, atm 1   
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term for SOFC thermal dynamics analysis. The in-depth insight relevant 
to ΔTy as a function of time was targeted. The modelling test was based 
on the Voltage Interrupted Measurement method for the SOFC charac-
terisation. The simulations were conducted for 0.05 V variation in the 
operating voltage at three different base voltages, including 0.50 V, 
0.65 V and 0.80 V. These base voltages are representative of three 
operating voltage regimes including low (0.50–0.60 V), medium 
(0.65–0.75 V) and high (0.80–0.90 V), respectively. The voltage 

between the assumed regimes (e.g., 0.60–0.65 V between low and me-
dium ranges) are considered as transition values in this study. The 
“voltage regime” concept is introduced in this work, for the first time to 
the authors’ knowledge, for the SOFC performance evaluation. 

The transient local temperature difference across the PEN is shown in 
Fig. 6 for three voltage regimes. In the three voltage regimes, the SOFC 
transient thermal response for the same voltage disruption was different, 
revealing the importance of the voltage regime’s role in the analysis of 

Fig. 6. The transient temperature difference (ΔTy) response to the 0.05 V voltage interrupt for (a) low, (b) medium and (c) high operating voltage regimes.  
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the cell thermal dynamics and control design. As can be seen in Fig. 6, in 
all voltage regimes the PEN experiences a lower ΔTy,ss at higher oper-
ating voltages. As an example, in the low voltage regime, with a base 
voltage of 0.50 V, a steady temperature difference of about 24 K was 
achieved while it reaches 20.9 K, and 18 K for operating voltages of 0.55 
V and 0.60 V, respectively. Taking voltage regimes into account, a 0.1 V 
variation of operating voltage may cause a max 6.3 K and 4.6 K variation 
in steady-state voltage at low and high voltage regimes, respectively. 
The ΔTy,ss values were repeatable for all voltage regimes showing the 
model preciseness. For instance, the same ΔTy,ss value was observed for 
V = 0.70 V regardless of whether the upper or lower regime has been 
used to reach 0.70 V. 

Key components in the equation for achieving high electrical effi-
ciency in SOFC-based systems include the use of high-performance 
materials (electrodes, electrolyte; interconnects and accompanying 
contact layers and coatings) and high fuel utilisation (Uf) along with 
minimisation of parasitic losses in the Balance-of-Plant (BoP) compo-
nents. High Uf in the cell anode increases the risk of localised fuel 
depletion and fuel starvation due to concentration gradients, which can 
lead to oxidation of the most used Ni-based anode, resulting in irrepa-
rable damage to the cell and stack. The optimum operating point is a 
balance between the high operating voltage and high Uf, and each comes 
at the expense of the other due to lowering of Nernst Voltage with 
increasing levels of Uf with the consequence of lower operating voltage. 
This challenge is considered from a thermal viewpoint in this work. For 
each fuel utilisation target, the SOFC operation will fall in the corre-
sponding voltage regime. The impact of the voltage regime on thermal 
behaviour becomes further observable when characterisation is done 
through the ΔTy,ss versus Uf data. As shown in Fig. 7 an exponential 
pattern is achieved for thermal gradients against Uf revealing potentially 
severe thermal gradients for operation at high Uf ranges (low voltage 
grime). The high Uf, therefore, may damage the SOFC health through 
challenging thermal management in addition to the increased losses and 
fuel starvation concerns mentioned before. 

In Fig. 8, the impact of 0.05 V variation in operating voltage on ΔTy 
dynamics is shown. The undershoot and overshoot in ΔTy profile (as a 
measure of temperature difference instability across the PEN) are more 

considerable at a low operating voltage regime. The settling time, 
however, is shorter in low voltage cases. Both overshoot/undershoot 
and setting time are key to thermal cycle analysis. 

3.4. Voltage interruption simulation for fuel humidity impact 

The steam content of fuel and anode channel is key to enhancing the 
longevity of the proton exchange membrane fuel cell type because of its 
vital role in membrane health. The SOFC fuel humidity influences its 
state variables, internal fuel reformation, voltage losses, and ultimately 
the overall performance. Moreover, steam is key to mitigate soot for-
mation on the SOFC anode prolonging catalyst and anode active life. 
From the steady-state performance viewpoint, the amount of steam in 
the fuel channel is crucial due to its dominant role in reaction rate, OCV 
and voltage losses. The SOFC fuel humidity may change because of 
various internal and external reasons causing transient responses in the 
SOFC. For instance, in a system with an external reformer the steam 
supply may change with fuel rate, to meet the steam/carbon ratio 
requirement, that subsequently affect the steam content of the SOFC’s 
feed. Similarly, the equilibrium composition of the reformer product 
may vary with its operating condition (i.e., temperature and pressure). 
Moreover, the anode exhaust gas recycling (AGR) is widely used as a 
practical approach for the BoP water management and fuel utilisation 
improvement. The recycle stream contains substantial time-dependent 
amount of steam in transient operations. Both AGR flowrate and its 
composition (two interactive operating variables) dominate the steam 
recycled to the anode. The former case may occur when a new AGR set 
point is implemented, and the latter is expected when SOFC perfor-
mance fluctuates due to its operating factors, such as load disturbance, 
leading to the anode outlet composition variation. 

The role of humidity in the SOFC thermal dynamics was investigated. 
A stepwise perturbation in operating voltage (±0.05 V) was applied and 
the results of the thermal dynamics were captured as shown in Figs. 9 
and 10. 

Fig. 7. The effect Uf on steady-state temperature difference across PEN.  

Fig. 8. Effect of operating voltage regime on the transient temperature differ-
ence (ΔTy) response to 0.05 V voltage disturbance. 

Fig. 9. Transient ΔTy for the step changes in operating voltage (+0.05 V) for 
operation under two different humidity levels. 

Fig. 10. Transient ΔTy for the step changes in operating voltage (+0.05 V) for 
operation under two different humidity levels. 
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3.5. Voltage interruption simulation of enriched air impact 

Air is commonly used in the SOFC’s cathode as the oxidant supply 
and coolant. The cathode side gas composition change is mainly due to 
the oxygen diffusion inside the PEN toward three-phase-boundary sites 
to feed the electrochemical reaction. The oxygen utilisation is normally 
low (ca. 10–20 %) in the SOFC operation. In previous works co-authors 
have quantitatively shown that the utilisation of oxygen-enriched air 
(OEA) can improve the SOFC’s efficiency at cell [20] and system level 
[21] causing thermal behaviour concerns. The efficiency rise essentially 
occurs due to two reasons (i) the catalyst sites are more effectively 
occupied by reactants (ii) higher partial pressure of oxygen boosts the 
reversible OCV. Thermal improvement can be achieved as has been 

observed in previous studies. 
The higher partial pressure of oxygen secures the availability of 

sufficient oxidant throughout the cathode channel minimising the oxy-
gen starvation risk. The utilisation of upgraded air (oxygen-enriched to 
an optimum level) can increase the efficiency and hence (partly) 
compensate the parasitic losses such as power consumed for compress-
ing (blowing) the excess air in the system. The excess air is always 
required for cooling purposes [25,26]. Application of OEA and even 
pure oxygen in the SOFC when partial oxidation reaction is the fuel 
reformation path is appealing as this can minimise/avoid the formation 
of nitrogen oxides (NOx) pollutants. Furthermore, it decreases the con-
certation overpotential at cathode side. Note that the share of con-
certation polarisation is usually of minimum importance compared to 
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Fig. 11. Transient ΔTy for the step (+0.05 V) changes in (a) LVR (from 0.55 V to 0.50 V) and (b) MVR (from 0.70 V to 0.65 V) operating voltage and two different 
oxygen levels. 
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the other voltage losses, i.e., activation and ohmic losses. Nevertheless, 
oxygen and fuel starvation are serious risks for SOFC health (by accel-
erating degradations), and efficiency. This supports the SOFC and 
electrolyser integrated systems where oxygen produced by electrolysers 
can be deployed in the SOFC realising mentioned potentials. Even 
though electrolyser’s main product is hydrogen, the high-quality oxy-
gen, as its by-product, can significantly contribute to reduction of high 
operating cost. 

The mentioned technical and economic advantages are appealing 
enough to motivate further investigation of the OEA deployment in the 
SOFC operation. The impact of oxygen quality on the SOFC thermal 
dynamics has not been fully understood. In this work, the SOFC transient 
analysis was explored, by using thermal measures, to evaluate the cells 
performance operated on both natural air and upgraded air. 

The simulation results reveal that utilisation of the OEA in SOFC can 
be challenging from thermal dynamics (Fig. 11) viewpoint. The under-
shoot and overshoot in ΔTy /Δt when OEA is used are greater than the 
case in which normal air is used. 

4. Conclusions 

In contrast to previous studies on SOFC transient behaviour [27] and 
particularly mode switching process investigations [28], for the first 
time, operating voltage regime concept was proposed and used in this 
work for the SOFC thermal analysis. It was shown that the voltage 
regime identification/consideration is significantly useful to provide 
detailed analysis on the SOFC thermal behaviour. The impacts of the 
operating strategies, including deployment of OEA and the adjustment 
of anode side humidity on thermal dynamics were quantitatively eval-
uated. It was shown that both operation variables have effect on the 
SOFC thermal dynamics and must be considered in multi-variable-multi- 
objective optimisation projects. The outcome of this study is crucial for 
the optimum cell design in which not only the optimum efficiency is 
targeted, but also a novel control strategy is aimed. 

The main outcomes of this paper are: 

• The thermal dynamics, in addition to steady-state temperature gra-
dients, is of principal in evaluating thermal cycles in SOFC operation. 
The thermal dynamics is dominated by operating conditions. As 
such, it must be appraised for tens of operating scenarios requiring 
high-fidelity models.  

• The model-based analysis shows that for the same voltage change, 
the SOFC thermal management will be more challenging at lower 
operating voltages. In contrast to the results of operating in high 
voltage-regime region, the low-voltage regime operation led to 
longer settling time, higher steady-state temperature gradient and 
more violent thermal dynamics.  

• Running SOFC on oxygen-enriched air (up to 40 % oxygen) may 
result in a stronger overshoot in temperature in unstable region and 
higher temperature gradient across the PEN, about 50 % and 20 % 
higher than when natural air is utilised, for operation in low voltage 
and medium voltage regimes, respectively. Therefore, the benefits of 
oxygen-enriched air for SOFC efficiency and lifetime should be tar-
geted at high voltage (low current) regions of V-I profiles.  

• In humidity range of 10 % to 30 %, the effect of this variable on the 
thermal gradients and dynamics is not considerable.  

• A non-linear link between Uf and thermal gradient revealed that high 
Uf, may damage the SOFC health by promoting the thermal man-
agement challenge, in addition to the increased voltage losses and 
fuel starvation concerns. 
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